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1. Introduction. A few years ago Shô Iseki [4] derived the func-

tional equation

(1) A„(a, ß, z) = (»2)^^,(1 - ß, a, s-1) + Rp(a, ß, z),

where

00

Y {X,((r + a)z - iß) + X,((r +l-a)z + iß)},
r=0

CO

Y m-"e-2rmx       ($t(x) > 0),

and

(2irz)"   *+} /* + 1\
(3)     Rp(a, ß, *) = - 7-7-777 ^ (¿Z)-«5p+i_n(a)5n(/3).

(# + 1) ! „=o \   »   /

In (3), 5„(<) is the Bernoulli polynomial defined by

ze» -    B„(0
-7 = Y -— z"       (lzl <2*0-
e* — 1       „=o     »!

The parameter p in (1) is required to be a positive odd integer and z

is any complex number with 9i(z)>0. The parameters a and ß are

real numbers restricted as follows: When p = 1 we must have 0 ^a^ 1

and0<j3<l,or 0<a<l and 0^/3^1. For odd p>l, Equation (1) is

valid for O^agl and 0£ß£i.
In the case p=l, Iseki's formula (1) can be used to derive the fa-

mous functional equation for the Dedekind modular function tj(t). In

the case of odd p > 1, it yields a transformation formula for the Lam-

bert series

G,(x) = Y «->-?—       (\x\<l)
»-1       1 - x"

which describes the behaviour of Gp(e2™) under a modular substitu-

tion t'= (ar + b)/(cT+d). (See [4; l].)
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(2)

Ap(a, ß, z) =

Xp(x)
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Recently Iseki [5] gave a simpler proof of (1) for the case p = l,

using a revision of Rademacher's Mellin-transform method for treat-

ing Dedekind's function t](t) [ó]. In this note we show how the

method can be employed to give a short proof of (1) in the general

case of any odd p > 1.

2. The proof. First we assume 0 <a < 1, 0 <ß < 1. Using the Mellin

transform

= — f       T(s)y-'ds       my) > 0),
2iri" o/s)

where /(„> is an abbreviation for fltZ', we find

(4)

where

A 1   r       T(s)
¿Z Xp((r + a)z - #) = — I        —— f (,, «)$>(/> + ,)&,
r-0 2irW (3/2) (IirZ)"

00 1 »      g2rißn

f(j, a) = 2 ^—:—r '       ftf» = 2-
„_o   (» + a)' n-l       «*

We remark that both f (s, a) and e_2Ti|3f^(5) are special cases of the

Lerch zeta function <p(x, a, s) defined as the analytic continuation of

the series

°0 „Invix

<t>(x, a,s) = Y, -—;—r '
„=o (n + ay

(See [2].) From (2) and (4) we obtain

(5) Kv(a, ft i) = — f       z~'Fp(a, ft s)ds,
¿iriJ (3/2)

where

(6) Fp(a, ft í) = -4~ U(s, cc)U(p + s)+ í(s, 1 - a)U-e(p + s)}.
(2tt)'

If we shift the line of integration in (5) from '¡R(s) = 3/2 to 9î(s)

= — p —1/2 we obtain

(7) A,(o, ft z) - —: f 2T'F,(a, ft í)áí + 2?,
2««/ (-p-i/s)

where R is the sum of residues introduced when the path crosses the

poles of the integrand. The displacement of the path is easily justified
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as in Iseki's paper. In (7) we make the change of variable w = 1 —p—s

to get

(8) Ap(a, ß, z) = ^— f       «-F,(a, ß, 1 - p - u)du + 1?.
2irî J (3/2)

Next we prove that we have

(9) Fp(a, ß,l-p-s) = i^FP(l - ß, a, s).

For this purpose we return to (6) and express Fp(a, ß, s) entirely in

terms of Hurwitz zeta functions, using the formula

tß(P + s) = Y(l - p - i)(2x)p+s-1{e"'(1-'-«>/2f(l - p- s,ß)

+  gTi(p+.-l)/2f(1   _  p  _  S}  !   _  0)J

(see [5, equation (3)]) and a corresponding formula for ti-ß(p+s).

We find

Fp(a, ß, s) = (2ir)^T(s)Y(l - p - s)

.{gw(i-P-3)/2rf(i) 0¿)^í_p_s> ß)+c(S} í-a)^í-p-s¡ !_£)]

(10) + e-"«-*-' )n\£(s, a)t(l - p-s,l-ß)

+ {(s, 1 - a)t;(l - P - s, ß)]}.

If we replace a by l—ß,ßbya, and 5 by 1—p — s, this formula be-

comes

Fp(l - ß, a, 1 - p - s) = (2t)^1T(1 -p- s)T(s)

•{«"•'*[f(l - p - s, 1 -/8)f(i,a)

(H) + f(l - Í - *, ß)t(s, 1 - a)]

+ e-'i,/2[f(l - p - s,l- j8)f(j, 1 - a)

+ ü(l-p-s,ß)!;(s,a)]}.

At this point we use the assumption that p is an odd integer to write

gT»'«/2  =   *p—lg—T»(l—p—a)/2 g—irt's/2   —   ¿p— lgiri(l—p— «)/2

and we see that (10) and (11) give us (9). Using (9) in the integral

in (8) we obtain

(12) Ap(a, ß, z) = (iz)"^Ap(l - ß, a, z"1) + R.

Therefore, to complete the proof of (1) we need only show that the

residue sum R is equal to the right member of (3).

To compute R we use the formula for F(a, ß, s) given in (6) and

we note that the integrand has a simple pole at s = 1 arising from the
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factor f(s, a) and simple poles at the points 5 = 0, —1, —2, • • • , — p,

arising from the factor Y(s). The function Cß(s) is an entire function of

s. (See [2].) If R(k) denotes the residue at s = k we have

^ 1 M g2rißn

(13)   R(l) = —{UP + 1) + fi-í(í + 1)} =
2irz 2irz „__«,iB^o    np+l

whereas for k = 0, 1, • • -, p we have

(—D*
*(-*)= T^TTT íf(-*.«)f/í(í-*)+f(-*. l-a)fi-^0-A)}.

¿!(27rz)~*

Since f(-A,  a) = - 5t+i(a)/(* + 1) = (-l)*Bt+1(l - a)/(fc + 1)
= (-l)*+1f(-A, l-a) we obtain for A = 0, 1, • • • ,p-l,

(-l)MBk+i(a)  .

R(-® =    ,   /im/o    w ^ - *> + (-1)4+1^(^ - *)}(k + l)!(2irz)_*

(-l)k+1Bk+i(a)     "   e2™"» + (_i)*+ie-2x<i»

"  (¿ + l)!(2xz)-*   h ~ np-k

Since p is an odd integer the last sum is equal to

°°       e2*ifSn (2iri)p-k

n=-.o;n?i0   M5-* (/> — *)!

(see [3, p. 503]), so we have

D/    tt       (-l)*S*+i(a)(2«)»-*5p-*08)
(14) -R(-A) =-•

(k + l)l(2irz)-"(p - k)l

From (13 and (9) we see that (14) holds also for k= — 1 and k = p,

respectively. Therefore we have

V p+l

R= Ê jR(-A) = £#(«- #)
¡t=-l n=0

(2ttz)p

(# +1) !   n=0    \      «      /

(m)-»Sp+i_(«)5b03).

When this is combined with (12) we get (1). This proves Iseki's func-

tional equation for 0<a<l, 0<j3<l. Its validity for a = 0, 1 and

j3 = 0, 1 when p>l can then be shown as in the original Iseki paper

[4]-
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ON THE HOMOTOPY CLASSES OF SELF-MAPPINGS
OF BORDERED RIEMANN SURFACES

CLIFFORD J. EARLE1

1. Let W he a Riemann surface which can be represented as the

interior of a bordered surface Wo with border B. Let F: W-+W he a

mapping which has continuous boundary values in B. Then F can be

extended by symmetry to a self-mapping F* of the doubled surface

W*. Let the given mapping F be homotopic to the identity map of

W onto itself. It is natural to ask whether F* is homotopic to the

identity also. In this note we give an affirmative answer for a large

number of cases.

2. To be specific we assume that the universal covering surface of

W is the disk U={z:\z\<l}. W is of the form W= U/G where G
is a Fuchsian group of linear transformations on U. G is a group of

the second kind; that is, the region of discontinuity fl of G contains

points on the circumference ô U of U. W is thus the interior of the

bordered surface W0 whose border B corresponds to £ir\dU. The

double of Wo is the surface W* = Q/G. We assume that G has at least

three limit points, so that the universal covering surface of W* and

fl is the disk.

It is well known [l, pp. 98-99] that every mapping F: W-^>W is in-

duced by a mapping /: U—>U. That is, F<p = (j>f where <b: U^>W is

the natural projection. Moreover, F is homotopic to the identity

mapping of W onto W if and only if/ can be so chosen that Af=fA

lor all A in G.
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